MULTI-CHANNEL PLURI-CONTINENTALS INTELLIGENT TELEPHONE LINES
Multiple Operator Technology

Pluri-continental Structure in Optical Fibre
A New Economy Concept

Pluri-continental Telephone Lines
U se the most advanced technology to be directly

connected to the telephone networks of thousands of
operators all over the world through a structure in
optical fibre of high debit. It allows supplying basics
and primary accesses or conventional networks
of any country. These lines arrive to our companies
through the Internet, providing a big increase of the
productivity by always be near of the customers
The Power of Communication! independently of the country where they find.

Multiple Operator Multi-channel
T his Technology allows that Pluri-continental lines

can at the same time be connected to different
operators, with several simultaneous communication
channels. It does an Intelligent Management between
thousands of world-wide operators, offering
free calls for the fixed and mobile networks of all
over the world in accordance with the granting of
licenses hired. If the high technology of Multiple
Operator offers free communications, the fact to be
multi-channel, allows one line to have several
simultaneous telephone networks.

Customized Caller ID
In

each line the Caller ID can be configured by a
customized form. As the lines can be used for fixed
telephones or mobile phones to do calls, it can be configured
the identification of a fixed or mobile phone number as
required. This information is available in both on incoming
calls if the origin operator has the service, as in the realized
calls if the destination operator receives the signalling. With
the personalized identification it will always have the
return of the required calls.

Multiple System with Management of Codecs
T he

advanced technology of Multiple System with intelligent protocols
conversion, allows the compatibility of the lines with all the telephone
systems of the world, providing a direct and permanent connection to more
than 1000 operators so much for the making of free calls, as for have lines
of any country where are available. The Intelligent Management of Codecs keeps
a high quality of voice during the communications even when the bandwidth
in the Internet access is unstable.

T he high Science of Engineering of the Pluri-continental Lines with Multiple

Operator and Multi-channel technology, offers more quality in the communications,
free calls and without line rent costs.
It exists a new concept for large and medium-sized companies: the license utilization
to free access for fixed and mobile communications.
A license for a large or medium size company has a symbolic value, when compared with
the high renting costs of lines and still the payment of telephone traffic.
For small businesses there are the lines of the (FL) series in that the own license is free,
offers free calls for the A Zone (more than 50 countries in the World) and continues
without payment for renting of the line.
For each purpose there is a license type of specific line:
1- P-BRI, V-BRI, V-PRI, USA-PRI, J-PRI and V-LN Lines. These lines are
advised to receive calls.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Multiple System with Intelligent Conversion of Protocols

The high technology transforms the thousands of Euros expenses
in a Company in Telephone Traffic, in a simple Access license.
The pleasure to call

The Large Advantage
always
to be with the Customers
in any part of the World!

free

(P-BRI) National Digital Lines with 2 simultaneous communication channels.
(V-BRI) International Lines with 2 simultaneous communication channels.
(V-PRI) International Lines with 30 simultaneous communication channels.
(USA-PRI) Lines of United States of the America with 23 simultaneous communication channels.
(J-PRI) Lines of Japan with 23 simultaneous communication channels.
(V-LN) International Lines with 1 communication channel.

2- LMG and LME Lines. These lines exists to do free calls.

2.1 The (LMG) Lines are licensed to do free calls for the G, A and still NM Zones.
2.2 The (LME) Lines are licensed to do free calls for the E Zone.

Always together with the Customers
more opportunities of business!

3- DTL Lines 3B+D, DTL 4B+D, DTL 7B+D, DTL 8B+D, DTL 10B+D and
DTL MNB+D do and receive calls.

Centers of Telephone Answering
all over the World…
… Greater Prestige!…

3.1 The (DTL 3B+D) Lines are licensed to do free calls for the A and still NM Zones.
3.2 The (DTL 4B+D Lines, DTL 7B+D, DTL 8B+D and DTL 10B+D) are licensed to do
free calls for the A Zone.
3.3 The (DTL MNB+D) Lines supports up to 360 simultaneous communications channels to
receive and do calls. The licensed zones for free calls are configurable as well as different
national telephone numbers or foreigners for incoming calls.

4- TMK Lines with specific permission for Telemarketing.

4.1 Is configurable the number of simultaneous channels, incoming, making calls and
free access zone.

5- FL 1B+D, FL 2B+D, FL 3B+D and FL 4B+D Lines do free calls for the
A Zone. The FL 3B+D and FL 4B+D Lines also receives calls.

5.1 The Lines of the (FL) series are intended to connect to small systems. Therefore
they are freely licensed to do free calls to the A Zone with containment of 400 minutes a
week. Calls above the Containment and for different Zones or free licensed zone benefits
of an economic price. When the lines of the (FL) series are not configured to receive
calls, the own granting of licenses is free. In a small company, the lines of the (FL) series
are very interesting, because they not pay user license, neither line renting and
still have 400 free minutes a week for the calls with destination for the A Zone, that
includes nationals and internationals for more than 50 countries in the world.

The Powerful technology of the telephone lines of Multiple Operator improves the
communications quality and delete high costs in the companies. If you can
have in your company Multiple Operator lines, why be prisoner with lines of one
already obsolete channel?

HI - TECH
Intelligent Multiple Operator Telephone Lines

Different Multiple Operator Digital Lines
Different Multiple Operator Digital Lines
Type		
Zone of
Receives
of
Structure
Free
Calls
Line			
Calls

… for all the world!

Multi-channel with Management of Codecs

License
of
Access

P-BRI				 2 B+D

Yes

—————

Yes

V-BRI			 2 B+D

Yes

—————

Yes

V-PRI			 30 B+D

Yes

—————

Yes

USA-PRI		23 B+D

Yes

—————

Yes

J-PRI			 23 B+D

Yes

—————

Yes

V-LN				 1 B+D

Yes

—————

Yes

PLUS-LMG			 1 B+D

No

G+NM+A Zones

Yes

PLUS-LME			 1 B+D

No

E Zone

Yes

DTL-3B+D			 3 B+D

Configurable

A+NM Zones

Yes

DTL-4B+D			 4 B+D

Configurable

A Zone

Yes

DTL-7B+D			 7 B+D

Configurable

A Zone

Yes

DTL-8B+D			 8 B+D

Configurable

A Zone

DTL-10B+D		 1 0 B+D

Configurable

DTL-MNB+D		 MN B+D
TMK		

Licensed Destinations
Zones with Free Calls Destinations
A Zone
Includes 53 Destinations of Fixed Networks and 11 Mobiles
Andorra

Georgia (includes mobile)

Norway

Argentina

Germany

Peru

Australia

Greece

Poland

Austria (includes mobile)

Hong-Kong (includes mobile)

Portugal

Bahrain

Hungary

Puerto Rico (includes mobile)

Yes

Belgium

India

Russia

A Zone

Yes

Brazil

Indonesia

South Africa

Configurable

Configurable

Yes

Canada (includes mobile)

Ireland

Singapore

Configurable

Configurable

Yes

Chile

Iceland

Slovakia

FL-1B+D			 1 B+D

No

A Zone

No

China (includes mobile)

Israel (includes mobile)

Slovenia

FL-2B+D			 2 B+D

No

A Zone

No

Cyprus

Italy

South Korea

Czech Republic

Japan

Spain

Costa Rica

Latvia

Sweden

Denmark (includes mobile)

Lithuania

Switzerland

Estonia

Luxembourg

Thailand (includes mobile)

USA (includes mobile)

Malaysia

Taiwan

Finland (includes mobile)

Netherlands

United Kingdom

France

New Zealand

Configurable

FL-3B+D			 3 B+D

Configurable

A Zone

No

FL-4B+D			 4 B+D

Configurable

A Zone

No

Intelligent Management with Automatic
Codecs Conversion
The communication channels (B) use the CODEC G711
(64 kbps) with intelligent management and automatic
CODECS. If the bandwidth is missing in the access, chooses
automatically the G726 (32kbps), G729 (8kbps), G723
(3,5 and 6,3kbps) or GSM FR (13,2kbps) avoiding any
perturbations during a conversation.

Pluri-continental Multiple Operator Digital Lines
T he

Services of Telephone Answering Business in the 5 Continents of the World
T his

is a very important service
for stimulate the business, that
the high technology of Multiple
Operator Digital Lines offers
to the exporting companies, or for
those that have regular contacts with
the foreign. It consists into assign
telephone lines of other countries
to be attended in the company.
They are available in more than 80
countries and near of 2000 cities of
the world, as for example, United

Kingdom, Spain, USA, Germany,
France, Italy, Brazil, Russia, China,
Japan, etc. to be transported in a
Multiple Operator Digital Line
until the wished place and via Internet
to the company. Without costs with
telephone traffic, installations
or with local personnel it will
allow the Company to have one
or more services of telephone
answering and customized in each
country, where it wish to stimulate

the business. The Multiple Operator
Digital Lines provides Telephone
Answering commercial or
technician in any part of the world.
The company happens to be always
present together with its customers or
potential customers. Gives an image,
dimension and prestige of a large
Multinational, to any organization
and by consequence, stimulate
strongly the relations and business
of the companies with the outside.

lines with references P-BRI, V-BRI, V-PRI, USA-PRI, J-PRI and V-LN are advised for large
and medium size companies to receive calls in the country as if they were in any part of the
world, without costs with diverted traffic, because to do calls, we have solutions with free calls more
recommended. The (P-BRI) connection has a national number with 2 channels for reception of
simultaneous calls. The (V-BRI) line has international number and accordance with the country, are
available regional or national numbers, with 2 channels for reception of simultaneous calls. The (V-PRI)
access has regional international number with 30 channels for reception of simultaneous calls.
The (USA-PRI and J-PRI) accesses have an USA and Japan regional number respectively, with 23
channels for reception of simultaneous calls. The (V-LN) line has regional international number with
1 communication channel. For large and medium size companies do calls we have another solution.
There are the LMG and LME lines that do free calls in accordance with the required zone, sending
the Caller ID chosen between a fixed, virtual or mobile network. The lines of DTL series receives
and do free calls and with structure 3B+D include the mobile networks. Telemarketing Solutions
(TMK) are available being configured the numbers of channels to receive and do calls, as well as
the zones of free connections. The (FL) series are exclusive for small companies with little traffic
(until 400 minutes a week), are exempt from licenses costs, renting and they have free calls
to the A zone.

G Zone
Includes 90 Destinations of Fixed Networks and 35 Mobiles
A Zone + NM Zone + the following destinations:
Angola (includes mobile)

Macao (includes mobile)

Saint Marino (includes mobile)

Barbados

Malaysia (mobile)

Singapore (mobile)

Bermudas

Malta

South Korea (mobile)

Brazil (mobile)

Morocco

Sweden (mobile)

Brunei (includes mobile)

Martinique

Trinidad and Tobago

Cape Verde (includes mobile)

Mexico

Turkey (includes mobile)

Casaquistan

Mozambique (includes mobile)

Venezuela (includes mobile)

Chile (mobile)

Monaco

Vietnam (includes mobile)

Colombia

Palestinian

Virgin Islands (USA)

Dominican Republic

Panama

Zambia

French Guyana

Pakistan (includes mobile)

Gibraltar

Paraguay (includes mobile)

Guadeloupe
India (mobile)

Portugal (mobile) 		
Remaining fixed and mobile destinations
Reunion Island
not included in the G Zone
Romania

Indonesia (mobile)

Russia (mobile)

Guam (USA) (includes mobile)

Iraq

Saipan (USA)

Laos (includes mobile)

Samoa (USA)

E Zone

NM Zone

National Cellular Networks

